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Estimating Causal Effects

● Causal Effect P(y|do(x))
○ The effects of doing Action X = x, on Y

● Desire: Compute Causal Effects from non experimental data
● Reason: Experiments can be:

○ Costly
○ Unethical
○ Technically Infeasible

● Two scenarios:
○ Graph-based

■ Causal Graph, G
■ Observational Data, D

○ Data-driven
■ Observational Data, D
■ Learns the Markovian equivalence to causal graphs



Causal Effect Identification

● Given a causal graph - a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with bi-directed edges 
representing unmeasured confounders

● Is P(y|do(x)) uniquely identifiable given G & an observational distribution, P(V)

Plug- in estimator:



Backdoor (BD) Estimators

Backdoor Criterion:



Risk of Classic Estimators

● Model misspecification => Incorrect Estimation
○ Complicated Data Generation

● Slow convergence => Not Sqrt(N) consistent 
○ Machine Learning Models 

● Standard Plug-in estimator for the general causal functional estimates suffer 
from same problems



Double/Debiased Machine Learning (DML) Estimator

Goal: For a given causal graph, develop DML style estimators for any identifiable 
causal effects

Assumptions: Discreteness, Positivity



DML Recipe (Chernozukov 2016)



Multi-outcome Sequential BD Criterion (mSBD)
mSBD Criterion (informally): A sequential of Z 
variables satisfies the mSBD criterion relative to {X,Y} if 
a non-causal path between Xi in X and Yi in Y are 
blocked by Zi conditioned on the previous ones, {Xi-1, Yi-1, 
Zi-1}

{Z1, Z2} satisfies mSBD criterion relative to {X1, X2}, {Y1, Y2}

P(y1,y2| do(x1,x2)) = ∑z1,z2[P(z1)P(y1|x1z1)P(z2|z1x1y1)P(y2|z1,x1,y1,z2,x2)

mSBD Example 1



mSBD - Question 

Z = ?

P(y, do(x)) = ? 

mSBD Criterion (informally): A sequential of Z 
variables satisfies the mSBD criterion relative to {X,Y} if 
a non-causal path between Xi in X and Yi in Y are 
blocked by Zi conditioned on the previous ones, {Xi-1, Yi-1, 
Zi-1}



Result 1: mSBD Estimator



Revisit ID Algorithm

● C-componet: A set of variables connected by a bi-directed path, for example: 
{V1,V3,V5} and {V2,V4} from the graph above.

● C-factor: Q[C]: the distribution of C under the intervention, i.e. Q[C] = 
P(C|do(V\C))

● The distribution can be factorized w.r.t. C-factors: 
○ P(v) = Q[V2,V4](v2,v4,v1,v3)Q[V1,V3,V5](v1,v3,v5,v2,v4)



Revisit ID Algorithm



Revisit ID algorithm cont.



Result 2 - DML-ID
Mechanism (C-factors are given by mSBD adjustment):



Derivation of Neyman Orthogonal Score (NOS)



Result 2 - DML Estimator



DML Example



Example: NOS



Example Empirical Evaluation



Empirical Evaluation



Conclusion

● DML estimators are developed for identifiable causal effects that appreciate 
the doubly robustness in the case of model misspecification as well as 
de-biasedness against biases in nuisance function estimation.



mSBD - Question 
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P(y, do(x)) = ? 

mSBD Criterion (informally): A sequential of Z 
variables satisfies the mSBD criterion relative to {X,Y} if 
a non-causal path between Xi in X and Yi in Y are 
blocked by Zi conditioned on the previous ones, {Xi-1, Yi-1, 
Zi-1}


